Abstract In many high level vision applications such as tracking and surveillance, background estimation is a fundamental step. In the past, background estimation was usually based on low level hand-crafted features such as raw color components, gradients, or local binary patterns. These existing algorithms observe performance degradation in the presence of various challenges such as dynamic backgrounds, photo-metric variations, camera jitter, and shadows. To handle these challenges for the purpose of accurate background estimation, we propose a unified method based on Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) and image inpainting. It is an unsupervised visual feature learning hybrid GAN based on context prediction. It is followed by a semantic inpainting network for texture optimization. We also propose a solution of arbitrary region inpainting by using center region inpainting and Poisson blending. The proposed algorithm is compared with the existing algorithms for background estimation on SBM.net dataset and for foreground segmentation on CDnet 2014 dataset. The proposed algorithm has outperformed the compared methods with significant margin.
Introduction
Background estimation and foreground segmentation is a fundamental step in several computer vision applications, such as salient motion detection [13] , video surveillance [3] , visual object tracking [51] and moving objects detection [41, 34, 14] . The goal of background modeling is to efficiently and accurately extract a model which describes the scene in the absence of any foreground objects. Background modeling becomes challenging in the presence of dynamic backgrounds, sudden illumination variations, and camera jitter which is mainly induced by the sensor. A number of techniques have been proposed in the literature that mostly address relatively simple scenarios for scene background modeling [4] , because complex background modeling is a challenging task itself specifically in handling realtime environments. To solve the problem of background subtraction, Stauffer et al. [39] and Elgammal et al. [11] presented methods based on statistical background modeling. It starts from an unreliable background model which identify and correct initial errors during the background updating stage by the analysis of the extracted foreground objects from the video sequences. Other methods proposed over the past few years also solved background initialization as an optimal labeling problem [29, 31, from the category "Very Long". (e) Sequence "Badminton" is also from the category "Jitter". In almost all of these cases, for accurate the background estimation, the average graylevel error (AGE) is less in our proposed algorithm as mentioned in Table 1. 47]. These methods compute label for each image region, provide the number of the best bootstrap sequence frame such that the region contains background scene. Taking into account spatio-temporal information, the best frame is selected by minimizing a cost function. The background information contained in the selected frames for each region is then combined to generate the background model. The background model initialization methods based on missing data reconstruction have also been proposed [38] . These methods work where missing data are due to foreground objects that occlude the bootstrap sequence. Thus, robust matrix and tensor completion algorithms [37] as well as inpainting methods [9] have shown to be suitable for background initialization. More recently, deep neural networks are introduced for image inpainting [32] . In particular, Chao Yang et al. [48] used a trained CNN (Context Encoder [32] ) with combined reconstruction loss and adversarial loss [15] to directly estimate missing image regions. Then a joint optimization framework updates the estimated inpainted region with fine texture details. This is done by hallucinating the missing image regions via modeling two kinds of constraints, the global context based and the local texture based, with convolutional neural networks. This framework is able to estimate missing image structure, and is very fast to evaluate.
Although the results are encouraging but it is unable to handle random region inpainting task with fine details.
In this paper we propose to predict missing image structure using inpainting method, for the purpose of scene background initialization. We name our method as Deep Context Prediction (DCP), because it has the ability to predict context of a missing region via deep neural networks. Few visual results of the proposed DCP algorithm are shown in Figure 1 . Given an image, fast moving foreground objects are removed using motion information leaving behind missing image regions (see Figure 2 Step (1)). We train a convolutional neural network to estimate the missing pixel values via inpainting method. The CNN model consists of an encoder capturing the context of the whole image into a latent feature representation and a decoder which uses this representation to produce the missing content of the image. The model is closely related to auto-encoders [2, 19] , as it shares a similar architecture of encoderdecoder. Our contributions in the proposed method are summarized as follows:
-We extract the temporal information in the video frames by using dense optical flow [26] . After mapping motion information to motion mask, we are able to approximately identify fast moving foreground objects. We eliminate these objects and fill the missing region using the proposed DCP algorithm by estimating background. -In our proposed DCP method, we train a context encoder similar to [48] on scene-specific data. The network is pre-trained on ImageNet dataset [10] . DCP is a joint optimization framework that can estimate context of missing regions by inpainting in central shape and later transform this predicted information to random regions by the help of Modified Poisson Blending (MPB) [1] technique. The framework is based on two constraints, a global context based which is a hybrid GAN model trained on scene-specific data and a local texture based which is VGG-19 network [36] . -For the purpose of foreground object detection, we first estimate background via DCP, and later we binarize the difference of the background with the current frame, leading to more precise detection of foreground moving objects. This binarized difference is enhanced through morphological operations to remove false detection and noisy pixel values.
The proposed DCP algorithm is based on context prediction, therefore it can predict homogeneous or blurry contexts more accurately compared to other background initialization algorithms. In case of background motion, DCP can still estimate background by calculating motion masks via optical flow, as our target is to eliminate foreground moving objects only. DCP is also not effected by intermittent object motion because of the same reason mentioned previously. In challenging weather conditions (rain, snow, fog) dense optical flow can identify foreground moving objects, so targeting only those objects to remove and inpaint them with background pixels makes DCP a good background estimator. For the case of difficult light conditions DCP can estimate background accurately because of homogeneity in the context of scenes with low illumination.
Related Work
Over the past few years, background subtraction and foreground detection has remained the part of many key research studies [7, 30, 17, 21, 20] as well as scene background initialization [4, 3, 12, 28, 49] . In the problem of background subtraction, the critical step is to improve the accuracy of the detection of foreground. On the other hand, the task of estimating an image without any foreground is called scene background modeling. Many comprehensive studies have been conducted to this problem [4, 3, 28] . Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [39, 50, 56, 40, 27 ] is a well known technique for background modeling. It uses probability density functions as mixture of Gaussians to model color intensity variations at pixel level. Recent advances in GMM include minimum spanning tree [8] and bidirectional analysis [35] . On the other hand most GMM based methods also suffer performance degradation in complex and dynamic scenes.
In the past, particularly for the problem of background modeling many research studies have been conducted by using Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA). Wright et al. [44] presented the first proposal of RPCA-based method which has the ability to handle the outliers in the input data. Later Candes et al. [6] used RPCA for background modeling and foreground detection. Beyond good performance, RPCAbased methods are not ideal for real-time applications because these techniques possess high computational complexity. Moreover, conventional RPCA-based methods process data in batch manner. Batch methods are not suitable for real-time applications and mostly work offline. Some online and hybrid RPCA based methods have also been presented in the literature to handle the batch problem [22] while global optimization is still a challenge in these approaches [20, 18, 46] . Xiaowei Zhou et al. [55] proposed an interesting technique known as Detecting Contiguous Outliers in the LOw-rank Representation (DECOLOR). Limitation of no prior knowledge in RPCA based methods on the spatial distribution of outliers leads to develop this technique. Outliers information is modeled in this formulation by using Markov Random Fields (MRFs). Another online RPCA algorithm proposed by Jun He et al. [18] is Grassmannian Robust Adaptive Subspace Tracking Algorithm (GRASTA). It is an online robust subspace tracking algorithm embedded with traditional RPCA. This algorithm operates on data which is highly subsampled. If the observed data matrix is corrupted by outliers as in most cases of real-time applications, l 2 -norm based objective function is best-fit to the subspace. Hybrid Approach: use a time window to obtain sufficient context information then process it like a small batch. Recently S. Javed et al. [23] proposed a hybrid technique named Motion-assisted Spatiotemporal Clustering of Low-rank (MSCL) based on RPCA approach. In this method for each data matrix, sparse coding is applied and estimation of the geodesic subspace based Laplacian matrix is calculated. The normalized Laplacian matrices estimated over both distances Euclidean as well as Geodesic are embedded into the basic RPCA framework. In 2015 Liu et al. [54] developed a technique called Sparse Matrix Decomposition (SSGoDec), which is capable of efficiently and robustly estimating the low-rank part L of background and the sparse part S of an input data matrix D = L + S + G with a factor of noise G. This technique alternatively assigns the low-rank approximation of difference between input data matrix and sparse matrix (D −S) to L. Similarly it also assigns the vice verse as well which is the sparse approximation of (D − L) to S. To overcome the batch constraint of RPCA based methods J. Xu et al. [45] presented a method called Grassmannian Online Subspace Updates with Structured-sparsity (GOSUS). Although this method performs well for background estimation problem but global optimality is still the challenging issue in this approach. Qibin Zhao et al. [53] presented a method called Bayesian Robust Tensor Factorization for Incomplete Multiway Data (BRTF). This method is a generative model for robust tensor factorization in the presence of missing data and outliers. X. Guo et al. [16] presented a method called Robust Foreground Detection Using Smoothness and Arbitrariness Constraints (RFSA). In this method the authors considered the smoothness and the arbitrariness of static background, thus formulating the problem in a unified framework from a probabilistic perspective. Recently, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based methods have also shown significant performance for foreground detection by scene background modeling [5, 43, 52] . For instance, Wang et al. [43] proposed a simple yet effective supervised CNN based method for detect- Step (1) describes the motion estimation via dense optical flow, the creation of motion masks, image to patch conversion and object masking for center region inpainting task.
Step (2) evaluates the prediction of missing region with context prediction hybrid GAN network. In step (3), to improve the fine texture details of the predicted context, the output of step (2) is given to texture network.
Step (4) In the previous step it can be seen that in this case some information of road (white lines in the middle) is being missed by texture network so, Modified Poisson Blending technique is applied to get final results.
Step (5) we threshold the difference of the estimated background via DCP and current frame of the video sequence. Afterwards the thresholded difference is binarized and run through extensive Morphological Operations to extract the foreground moving object.
ing moving objects in static background scenes. CNN based methods perform best in many complex scenes however, our proposed method DCP is unsupervised therefore it do not require any labelled data for training purposes.
Proposed Method
Our proposed background foreground separation technique has five steps. 1.) Motion masks evaluation via dense optical flow. 2.) Estimation of missing background pixels by Context Encoder (CE). 3.) The improvement of estimated missing pixels texture by a multi-scale neural patch synthesis. 4.) Modified Poisson Blending technique is applied to get final results. 5.) The foreground objects are detected by applying threshold on the difference between the estimated background from DCP and the current frame, which is later enhanced by morphological operations. The work flow diagram of DCP is shown in Figure 2 . Detail description of the above mentioned steps is as follows:
Motion Masks via Optical Flow
For the purpose of background estimation from the video frames, we have to first identify the fast moving foreground objects. These objects are recognized by using optical flow [26] which is then used to create a motion mask. Dense optical flow is calculated between each pair of consecutive frames in the given input video sequence S. Motion mask M is computed by using motion information from a sequence of video frames. Let S t and S t−1 be the two consecutive frames in S at time instant t and t − 1, respectively. Considering v y t,p be the vertical component and u x t,p be the horizontal component of the motion vector at position p which is computed between consecutive frames. The corresponding motion mask, m t ∈ {0, 1} will be computed as :
In the above equation, t h is threshold of motion magnitude. It is computed by taking the average of all pix-els in the motion field. Selection of the threshold t h is adapted in such a way that all pixels in S consisting of motion greater than t h belongs to the foreground. In order to avoid noise in the background, threshold t h is selected to be large enough.
Background Pixels Estimation via Context Prediction
Given image patches from a video with missing regions such as foreground object regions, we predict context via context encoder [32] . The context encoder is a hybrid GAN model which is trained on the basis of convolutional neural network to estimate the missing pixel values. It consists of two parts: an encoder which captures the context of a given image patch into a compact latent feature space. While the other part is a decoder which uses encoded representation to produce missing image patch content. Overall architecture of context encoder is a simple encoder-decoder pipeline.
The encoder is derived from the AlexNet [24] , however the network is not trained for classification, rather it is trained for context prediction. Training is performed on ImageNet as well as using scene-specific video sequences patches. In order to learn an initial context prediction network, we train a regression network F to get response F (x m ), where x m is the input image patch x pixel-wise multiplied by object mask m o : x m = x m o . Since m o is a binary mask with fix central region which covers the whole object in motion mask.
The patch x m with a missing region H, is input to Context Network. The response F (x m ) of trained context network is estimated via joint loss functions to estimate the background x b in the missing region H. We have experimented with two joint loss functions including reconstruction loss L rec and adversarial loss L adv [32] . The reconstruction loss L rec is defined as:
The adversarial loss is given as:
where D is the adversarial discriminator and C(·) defines the operation of extracting a sub-image in the central region during inpainting process. Overall loss function is a linear combination of both reconstruction and adversarial losses.
where η is a relative weight of each loss function.
Texture Optimization of Estimated Background
In the last section, we estimated a background patch x b via Context Encoder (CE). But the estimated context still contains irregularities and blurry texture at low resolution of the image patch. To solve this blurry estimated context problem for high resolution inpainting with fine details, we use texture network at three-level pyramid of image patches. This network optimizes over three loss terms: the predicted context term initialized by CE, the local texture optimization term, and the gradient loss term. The context prediction term captures the semantics including global structures of the image patches. The texture term maps the local statistics of input image patch texture, and the gradient loss term enforces the smoothness between the estimated context and the original context. For three-level pyramid approach the test image patch is assumed to be always cropped to 512 × 512 with a 256 × 256 hole in the center at fine level. However with step-size two, downsizing to the coarse level as 128 × 128 size image patch with a 64 × 64 missing region is initialized by CE. Afterwards context of missing region is estimated in a coarse-to-fine manner. At each scale, the joint optimization is performed to update the missing region and then upsampling is done to initialize the joint optimization which sets the context constraint for the next scale of image patch. This process repeats this until the joint optimization is completed at the fine level of the pyramid. The texture optimization term is computed using the V GG − 19 [36] which is pre-trained on ImageNet.
Once the context is initialized by CE at the coarse scale, we use the output F (x m ) and the original image as the initial context constraint for joint optimization. Let x o be the original image patch with missing region filled with the CE. Upsampled version of x o are used as the initialization for joint optimization at the fine scales.
For the input image patch x o we would like to estimate the fine texture of the missing region. The region corresponding to x o in the feature map of V GG−19 network is ψ(x o ) and ψ(H) is the feature map corresponding to the missing region. For texture optimization C(·) also defines the operation of extracting a sub-featuremap in a rectangular region, i.e. the context of ψ(x o ) within ψ(H) is returned by C(ψ(x o ), H).
The optimal solution for accurate reconstruction of the missing content is obtained by minimizing the following objective function at each scale i = 1, 2..., n.
where
represents a feature maps in the texture network T at an intermediate layer, γ and δ are weighting reflecting parameters. [48] . The first term E CE in equation (5) is context constraint which is defined by the difference between the previous context prediction and the optimization result:
The second term E T in equation (5) handles the local texture constraint, which minimizes the inconsistency of the texture appearance outside and inside the missing region. We first select a single feature layer or a combination of different feature layers in the texture network T , and then extract its feature map ψ T . In order to do texture optimization, for each query local patch P of size w × w × c in the missing region ψ(H), our target is to find the most similar patch outside the missing region, and calculate loss as mean of the query local patch and its nearest neighbor distances.
In the above equation, the local neural patch centered at location i is P i , the number of patches sampled in the region ψ(H) is given by |ψ(H)|, and np(i) is the calculated as:
where n(i) is the set of neighboring locations of i excluding the overlap with the missing unknown region ψ(H). We also add the gradient loss term to encourage smoothness in texture optimization [48] :
Blending of Estimated and Original Textures
After the texture optimization, some information around the central region during inpainting process is being missed or removed due to rectangular shaped region as shown in figure 2 . In order to change the rectangular shaped predicted context to the irregular shaped region, Modified Poisson Blending technique (MPB) [1] is used. It is based on Poisson image editing for the purpose of seamless cloning. The MPB technique has three steps, the first step, uses the source image which is inpainted image via DCP as a known region and the target image which is original image containing foreground as an unknown region. Afterwards it requires motion mask by optical flow around the interested object in the source image for solving Poisson equation [33] under gradient field and predefined boundary condition. MPB technique has few modifications to Poisson image editing technique that eliminates the bleeding problems in the composite image by using Poisson blending with fair dependency of source which is inpainted context and target pixels which are original image pixels. In the next step, MPB technique uses the composite image as unknown region and the target image with foreground object as a known region. After applying Poisson blending algorithm, we get another composite image which will be used in third step. To reduce bleeding artifacts, MPB technique generate an alpha mask that is used to combine both composite images from previous steps to get final image that is free from color bleeding. In practice this method helps in discarding the useless information which came along rectangular region inpainting process.
Foreground Detection
In this work we mainly focus on the problem of background initialization. However, in this section we extend our work to foreground detection as well. Thus we are able to compare our work with foreground detection algorithms as well, in addition to the work on background initialization only. For the purpose of foreground detection, we threshold the difference of the estimated background via DCP and the current frame of the video sequence. The difference is threshold and binarized and processed through Morphological Operations (MO) with suitable Structuring Elements (SE). Thus the work done in this section may be considered as post processing. These operations first include opening operation of an image which is erosion followed by the dilation with the same SE:
where I is the binarized difference, and ⊕ denote erosion and dilation respectively. Afterwards, closing operation is performed on this image. It is in reverse way, that is dilation followed by erosion with same SE, but different from SE used in the opening operation. (1)sequence "Fall" from "Background Motion", (2) "Skating" from "Basic", (3)"StreetCornerAtNight" from "Basic", (4) "WetSnow" from "Basic", (5) "Pedestrians" from "Very Short", (6) "Snowfall" from "Very Short", and (7) "SideWalk" from "Jitter".
Now here I is the difference image from equation (10), ⊕ and denote dilation and erosion respectively. Successive opening and closing of the binarized difference frame with proper SE leads us to separate the foreground objects from the background. The choice of the SE is very crucial in successive opening and closing of the binarized difference frame as it may lead to false detection if not selected according to the shape of the objects in the video frames. The MO not only fills the missing regions in thresholded difference but also removes the unconnected pixels values of background which are considered to be noise in foreground detection process.
Experiments
Our background estimation and foreground detection techniques are based on inpainting model similar to [48] . We trained the context prediction model additionally with scene-specific data in terms of patches of size 128 × 128 for 3 epoches. The texture optimization is done with V GG − 19 network pre-trained on ImageNet for classification. The frame selection for inpainting the background is done by summation of pixel values in the forward frame difference technique. If the sum of difference pixels is small, then current frame is selected.
We evaluate our proposed approach on two difference datasets, including Scene Background Modeling (SBM.net) 1 for background estimation and Change Detection 2014 Dataset (CDnet2014) [42] for foreground detection. On both datasets our proposed algorithm has outperformed existing state of the art algorithms with a significant margin.
Evaluation of Deep Context Prediction (DCP) for Background Estimation
We have selected all videos out of 7 categories from SBM.net dataset as shown in Table 1 . Every category in SBM.net dataset has challenging video sequences for background modeling. In this experiment, results are compared with 6 state-of-the-art methods, including RFSA [16] , GRASTA [18] , BRTF [53] , GOSUS [45] , SSGoDec [54] , and DECOLOR [55] using implementations of the original authors. Background estimation models are compared using Average Gray-level Error (AGE), percentage of Error Pixels (pEPs), Percentage of Clustered Error Pixels (pCEPs), Multi Scale Structural Similarity Index (MSSSIM), Color image Quality Measure (CQM), and Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) [28] . For best performance the aim is to minimize AGE, pEPs, and pCEPs while maximizing MSSSIM, PSNR, and CQM (Fig. 5) . The detail description of results with respect to each category is as follows:
Category: Background Motion contains 6 video sequences. In this category the proposed DCP algorithm achieved best performance among all the compared methods. The performance of DECOLOR, SSGoDec, RFSA, GRASTA and BRTF has remained quite similar with minimal difference in AGE as shown in table 1. GOSUS has the highest average gray level error among all the compared methods. Targeting only foreground objects to be eliminated and filled with background pixel values via inpainting method makes DCP to perform better in this category as compared to all other methods. The visual results are shown in Figure  3 , 1st row.
Category: Basic contains 16 video sequences (Table 1). In almost all video sequences our proposed approach DCP performed well. DCP achieved an average AGE of 5.367 (visual results in Figure 4 ) among all the compared methods because this category contains relatively simple scenes for background estimation. It can be seen in the Table 1 , that RFSA, BRTF and DECOLOR almost achieved equal and second lowest score of AGE but GOSUS and GRASTA achieved a bit bit higher values of AGE. GOSUS suffered performance degradation among all compared methods. In terms of qualitative analysis DCP estimated better background as compared to all the methods, results are shown in the Figure 3 , (c), (d) and (e). The reason is that the context for video sequences of 'Wet-snow', 'Skating' and 'Street Corner at Night' is homogeneous in the whole frame as background pixel values. This key aspect is favorable for our proposed method.
Category: Intermittent Motion contains 16 video sequences (Table 1) . This category has video sequences which contain ghosting artifacts in the detected motion. DCP performed well in this category by achieving lowest AGE score of 9.344 among all compared techniques. Methods including RFSA, GRASTA, BRTF, GOSUS and SSGoDec achieved almost equal and higher score of AGE ( Figure 4 and Table 1 ). DECOLOR has the highest error rate in background estimation for this category. The ghosting artifacts pose big challenge for all algorithms as the foreground becomes the part of background, resulting in failure of accurate background recovery model.
Category: Jitter contains 9 video sequences (Table 1). DCP achieved lowest average gray level error among all the compared methods due to the fact that camera jitter contains videos sequences with blurry context and such context is easy to predict by our proposed method. RFSA, BRTF and GOSUS achieved higher AGE score in this category while GRASTA and DE-COLOR showed performance degradation among all compared methods. It can be seen in Figure 1 (e) that GRASTA was not able to recover clean background while DCP estimated it accurately. SSGoDec is also able to recover clean background as shown in Figure 3 (h) with low AGE score.
Category: Very Short contains 10 video sequences each having only few frames (Table 1) . DCP achieved the lowest AGE score in this category too. GOSUS also performed well and achieved the second lowest AGE score as shown in Table 1 . However RFSA, GRASTA, BRTF, DECOLOR and SSGoDec achieved almost equal score of AGE among all the compared methods. In terms of qualitative analysis, it can be seen in Figure  3 (c) that for instance, the video sequence 'SnowFall', DCP achieved the lowest score of AGE. It is due to the fact that in case of bad weather snow or rain the context of the videos gets blurry which is rather easy for DCP to estimate.
Category: Illumination Changes contains 6 video sequences (Table 1) . This category pose a great deal of challenge for all the methods. DCP managed to get lowest AGE score among all the compared methods due to the fact that context prediction in low light and with less sharp details is rather favorable condition for our proposed method. GRASTA, GOSUS and SSGoDec also performed well and achieved second lowest AGE score among all compared methods. BRTF and DECOLOR almost get equal AGE score. RFSA has the highest error rate as shown in Table 1 , because of the spatiao-temporal smoothness of foreground, and the correlation of background constraint.
Category: Very Long contains 5 video sequences containing thousands of frames (Table 1) . Among all the compared methods only DCP and DECOLOR performed well with the lowest AGE score of 5.457 and 5.524 respectively. However all methods except DCP and DECOLOR achieved nearly equal score of average gray level error for background estimation (Table 1) . For instance in the case of DCP, video sequence "Bus Stop Morning" achieved the lowest AGE score of 3.164 among all compared methods, its visual result is shown in Figure 1 (d) .
Overall Performance Comparison of DCP for Background Estimation
Upon averaging the results from all the 7 categories, DCP achieved an average gray level error to be 8.724 which is minimum among all the compared methods as shown in Figure 5 (a). For fair comparison and evalu- ation other than AGE, results of 5 other metrics have also been calculated. In Figure 5 (b), pCEPS which is Percentage of Clustered Error Pixels is minimum for DCP among all compared methods. BRTF, GO-SUS and SSGoDec has higher value than DCP. The other three methods GRASTA, RFSA and DECOLOR achieved almost equal and highest score of pCEPs. The metric pEPs which is basically Percentage of Error Pixels, is aimed to get minimum score for accurate background estimation ( Figure 5 (c) ). Among all the compared methods only DCP achieved the minimum score while all compared methods showed minimal difference in their pEPs score. In Figure 5 (d) CQM: (Color image Quality Measure), DCP achieved the maximum (best) score for this metric. It can also be seen in the visual results ( Figure 3 (d) , (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i)) that color quality of some background images extracted by compared methods, is different from input images, ground truths and backgrounds estimated by DCP. Due to this reason all compared methods have different scores of CQM metric. In Figure 5 (e), PSNR: (Peak-Signal-toNoise-Ratio) and Figure 5 (f) MSSSIM: (MultiScale Structural Similarity Index) should have a highest value for best performance and DCP achieved it efficiently. The proposed DCP algorithm achieved best scores in all mentioned metrics, as compared to the 6 methods.
Evaluation of Deep Context Prediction (DCP) for Foreground Detection
We have selected 7 categories from CDnet2014 [42] dataset.
The results are compared with 6 state-of-the-art methods, including MSSTBM [27] , GMM-Zivkovic [56] , CP3-Online [25] , GMM-Stauffer [39] , KDE-Elgammal [11] and RMoG [40] by using implementations of the original authors. Foreground detection is compared using Average F measure across all the video sequences within each category. The metrics to calculate F measure are as follows :
where T p is True positives, T n is True negatives, F p is False positives, F n is False negatives, Re is Recall, Sp is Specificity, F N R is False Negative Rate, P W C Percentage of Wrong Classifications, P re is Precision and F is F-Measure. Following is the detailed explanation of results on 7 categories of CDnet2014 dataset. Category: Baseline in CDnet2014 dataset contains 4 video sequences. The average F measure score across all 4 video sequences is shown in Table 2 . All the compared methods including DCP achived more than 0.8 score for this category (Table 2) . However KDE-ElGammal successfully got the highest score leaving CP3-Online on second position among all compared methods. Although DCP achieved more than 0.8 F measure score but still it was not able to beat KDE-ElGammal method due to the fact that successive opening and closing on noisy video frames lead to false detection. Visual results are shown in Figure 6 first row.
Category: Camera Jitter also contains 4 video sequences. DCP achieved the highest F measure among all the compared methods, as shown in Table 2 . It is due to the fact that blurry context because of camera jitter is easy to predict by our proposed method for accurate background estimation. Afterwards the binarized thresholded difference of the estimated background and current frame erodes the noisy pixels of background in successive opening and closing operations. This leads us to get accurate foreground detection with less missing pixel values of foreground objects ( Figure 6: 3 rd row). RMOG also performed well in this category and achieved the second best score among all compared methods.
Category: Shadow contains 6 video sequences. MSSTBM achieved the highest score among all compared methods with RMOG as second best score. This category posed challenge to our proposed method as sometimes shadows got replicated in the context prediction algorithm which generates errors in background estimation as well as foreground detection. In our proposed method the opening and closing of the binarized thresholded difference frame successfully filled the missing values in the foreground detection as shown in the Figure 6 : 6 th row as compared to all methods. This leads DCP to achieved 3 rd best F measure in this category. Category: Dynamic Background also contains 6 video sequences. DCP achieved the highest averaged F measure among all the compared methods, see Table 2. The homogeneous context in video sequences of this category is a favorable condition for our proposed method. RMOG also performed well and achieved the second best F measure score. The qualitative results are as shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen in the visual results that successive opening and closing with a suitable SE removed the noisy pixel values of moving background.
Category: Thermal contains 5 video sequences that have been captured by far-infrared camera. DCP achieved highest averaged F measure score among all compared methods, while CP3-Online is the second best. It is because of the same reason as explained in previous category. The homogeneous context is one of the major key for accurate background estimation of DCP, and it leads to noise-less foreground detection. Figure 6 : 7 th row shows that all methods including DCP accurately detected foreground object except RMOG which con- tains missing pixel values within detected foreground object.
Category: Intermittent Object Motion contains 6 video sequences with scenarios known for causing ghosting artifacts in the detected motion, i.e., objects move, then stop for a short while, after which they start moving again. DCP achieved the highest average F measure score in this category, while RMOG is the second best among all the compared methods. The main reason behind this is, our proposed approach does not contain any motion-based constraints for moving foreground objects. Since all the compared methods contain constraints on the motion of the foreground objects, which if violated lead to false detection and low F measure score. The visual results in Figure 6 : 5 th row show that the foreground objects vanish if motion-based constraints are violated. Category: Bad Weather contains 4 video sequences captured in challenging winter weather conditions, i.e., snow storm, snow on the ground, and fog. DCP achieved highest averaged F measure among all compared methods while KDE-ELGammal is the second best method. This category is another example of homogeneous context in video sequences. It can be seen in the visual results, Figure 6 : 2 nd row, DCP estimated the almost accurate foreground object with no unconnected noisy pixels of background as compared to the other methods. Table 2 shows that DCP achieved the highest average F measure score over all categories. CP3-Online is the 2 nd best algorithm. GMM-Stauffer, GMM-Zivkovic, KDEElGammal and RMOG achieved almost equal F measure with a minimal difference. MSSTBM achieved the lowest score among all the compared methods ( Table  2) . For better foreground detection the aim of the metrics (defined in (12) , (13), (14), (15) , and (16) 
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Performance of DCP on the basis of Homogeneous Context
As explained in Section 3, our proposed method estimates the background on the basis of context prediction, so in this section we discuss the key aspects of DCP on the type of contexts present in the video sequences containing different scenes specifically for the application of background estimation. Table 1 shows that for all categories, AGE score is different even for individual videos per category for all the compared methods including DCP. The reason behind that is, the context of every video is different with different kinds of indoor outdoor scenes. Therefore, for compared methods including DCP the average gray level score is different and quite challenging in some cases as well. For convenience, we are targeting the discussion of homogeneous context to few video sequences in SBM.net and CDnet2014 dataset. We have selected 2 categories from CDnet2014 dataset on the basis of their homogeneous context in the video sequences. Category wise discussion is as follows:
Category: Bad Weather is a similar context example from CDnet2014 dataset. Figure 8 shows the visual result of video sequence "blizzard" however other three video sequences are same, "skating", "wetsnow" and "snowfall" from category "Basic" in SBM.net dataset. These video sequences have minimum score of AGE and their visual result are shown in Figure 3 Category:Thermal is another challenging category in CDnet2014 which includes videos that have been captured by far-infrared cameras. The interesting fact about this category is it includes video sequences with thermal artifacts such as heat stamps, heat reflection on floors, windows, camouflage effects, and a moving object may have the same temperature as the surrounding regions 2 . It is very favorable environment for DCP for context prediction. The visual results of all 5 video sequences for this category are shown in Figure 7 .
Failure Cases for DCP
Although DCP achieved good performance in most of the cases, still it has some limitations and failure cases. Estimation of complex background structures ( Figure  9 ) and large scale foreground objects is quite challenging. The limitation of the proposed method involves large sized foreground objects to be accurately inpainted. In these cases, the network is not able to properly fill the region in an irregular shape. We used Poisson blending technique to transform center region inpainting context to irregular region one. Table 1 shows that for category 'Intermittent Motion' AGE of DCP is maximum than all the compared methods.
Conclusion
In this work a unified method 'Deep Context Prediction' (DCP) is proposed for background estimation and foreground segmentation using GAN and image inpainting. The proposed method is based on an unsupervised visual feature learning based hybrid GAN for context prediction along with semantic inpainting network for texture optimization. Solution of random region inpainting is also proposed by using center region inpainting and Poisson blending. The proposed DCP algorithm is compared with six existing algorithms for background estimation on SBM.net dataset. The proposed algorithm has outperformed these compared methods with a significant margin. The proposed algorithm is also compared with six foreground segmentation methods on CDnet2014 dataset. On the average, the proposed algorithm has outperformed these algorithms. These experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach compared to the existing algorithms. The proposed algorithm has demonstrated excellent results in bad weather and thermal imaging categories in which most of the existing algorithms suffer from performance degradation. 
